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Authority

The provisions of this Chapter 51 issued under sections 201(2), 403(b), and 403.1 of the Human Services Code (code) (62 P.S. §§ 201(2), 403(b) and 403.1), as amended by the act of June 30, 2011 (P.L. 89, No. 22) (Act 22); and reserved under sections 201(2), 403(b), 403.1(a) and (b), 911 and 1021 of the Human Services Code (62 P.S. §§ 201(2), 403(b), 403.1(a) and (b), 911 and 1021); and section 201(2) of the Mental Health and Intellectual Disability Act of 1966 (50 P.S. § 4201(2)), unless otherwise noted.

Source

The provisions of this Chapter 51 adopted June 8, 2012, effective July 1, 2011, 42 Pa.B. 3230, in accordance with section 403.1(e) of the code, unless otherwise noted. Sections 51.14(a) and (b), 51.28(d)—(h), 51.74(9) and (15), 51.75(3) and 51.98(d) shall take effect July 1, 2012. Sections 51.73(e), 51.87, 51.92(a)(1), 51.94(f), 51.95(b)(1), 51.96(b) and (g), 51.97(4) and (5), 51.103(a), 51.111 and 51.131(b) and (c) shall take effect June 9, 2012, 42 Pa.B. 3230; reserved October 4, 2019, effective in 120 days, 49 Pa.B. 5777. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (397631) to (397632), (375509) to (375510), (361273) to (361274), (365585) to (365586), (361277) to (361280), (365587) to (365588), (361283) to (361284), (365589) to (365590), (361287) to (361292), (365591) to (365592), (361295) to (361312), (365593) to (365594), (361315) to (361322), (365595) to (365596) and (361325) to (361334).

Cross References

This chapter cited in 55 Pa. Code § 6100.444 (relating to size of service location); and 55 Pa. Code § 6100.445 (relating to locality of service location).
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